Lord Shiva Statue near NTR Colony, Hindupur

Lord Anjaneya temple near Suguru, Hindupur
A Mosque with shopping complex near vegetable market, Hindupur

An important Church located on the Penukonda Road near APSRTC Bus Stand, Hindupur
Over head Water tank in Housing Board Colony

The water is being supplied through tankers to Parigi bus stand area, Hindupur
The water is being supplied through street pipes from Sri Neelakantapuram Sreerama Reddy water supply scheme in Mukkidipeta, Hindupur

A dustbin with crowded Parigi road, Hindupur
Solid waste disposal through tractor near Mothukupalli Dump yard, Hindupur

Dust pollution on the by pass road due to poor roads, Hindupur
Whole sale Government cocoon market near APSRTC Bus stand, Hindupur

Power loom in the weavers house of Muddireddipalli, Hindupur
Hand loom in the weavers house of Muddireddipalli, Hindupur

Hand loom Silk Sarees in Muddireddipalli, Hindupur
Cultivable land with jowar and fodder crop near Balayesu College, Ninkampalli road, Hindupur
Vacant land covered with Prosopis, Ninkampalli road, Hindupur

Cement road leading, Ninkampalli, Ward No. 20, Hindupur
Cultivable land with Goa, Maize and Coconut under well irrigation near Pennar River

Quarrying of River sands in the Pennar River, Hindupur
Dry tank with little water with Prosopis near Panduranga Nagar, Hindupur

The Maize spindles are being dried up on the bund cum road of the Kotnur tank, Hindupur
Parigi Bus stand (Old Bus stand) in the Hindupur

APSRTC Bus stand on the Penukonda road, Hindupur
Newly built Railway station of Hindupur

Jatka stand near Ambedkar circle, Hindupur
Multi transportation on the Penukonda road near Fire station, Hindupur

Balayesu School, Junior College, Degree College, P.G College, Ninkampalli road, Hindupur
Lay out of Industrial park, S. Sadlapalli, Hindupur

Super Spinning mill main entrance near Kollakunta village (Ward No. 30), Hindupur
Narrow road in the old town of Hindupur near main Bazaar

Hindupur – Penukonda double road
Nanjundeswara shopping complex in the main Bazaar, Hindupur

MRO Office near NTR Circle, Hindupur
High class residential area in Muddireddipalli of Hindupur

Low class (Slum) residential area in Kotnur tank, Hindupur
Low class (Slum) residential area with Piggery Shelters in Kotnur tank, Hindupur

Five storied building near RTC Bus stand used for lodging, Hindupur
Play Ground cum Indoor stadium opposite to Hindupur Municipal Office, Hindupur

Palla Residency Hotel cum lodging on the Lepakshi road, Hindupur
A shopping complex on the main Bazaar, Hindupur

Waste water and sewage drain in Dharmapur (Ward No. 4), Hindupur
Partially completed Indiramma houses given to poor people in Kotnur, Hindupur

General ward in the Government Hospital near Old Bus stand, Hindupur
Christian Grave yard near by pass road, Hindupur

Fruit market in the main Bazaar, Hindupur
Vegetable market in the main Bazaar, Hindupur

Narrow roads with crowded population near Gandhi Chowk, Hindupur
Google Earth Map - RTC Bus stand, Hindupur

Google Earth Map - Bangalore road surrounded by Built -up area, Hindupur
Major road junctions of Hindupur

Central Business District area of Hindupur